Freeze, Power Failure or Flood
PHONE-OUT HOME WARNING SYSTEM

Automatically Calls up to Three Phone Numbers when Freezing Temperatures, Power Failures and/or Water Leaks or Flooding Threaten Your Home or Cabin

Easy to program up to three emergency phone numbers
Connects in seconds to phone jack and power outlet
Monitors your HOME, CABIN, CONDO, GARAGE, SHOP...while you’re gone
Central Monitor detects power failures or temperatures falling below 45 degrees F
Plug-in Water Sensor detects unwanted water or flooding. 25’ cable attached
Includes “9 Volt” battery, AC adapter, Phone line extension coupler, and all mounting hardware
Economically priced

FCC Approved

5 PIECES PER TRAY PACK MASTER
MODEL NUMBER THP201

ATTRACTION, INFORMATIVE CLAMSHELL PACKAGING

Central Phone-Out Monitor

Water Sensor

ATTRACTIVE, INFORMATIVE CLAMSHELL PACKAGING
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RELIANCE CONTROLS
ELECTRICAL INNOVATION SINCE 1909™
Racine, Wisconsin USA
(800) 439-5745
www.home-protectors.com
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